Where should offspring be generated in real-coded Genetic Algorithms? Real-Coded Genetic Algorithms ( RCGAs ) New offspring generation method using Delaunay triangulation
The proposed method can derive the optimum with a smaller population size than SPX.
-Rastrigin: The proposed method : n25 , SPX: n60
In the proposed method, the population can converge earlier than SPX, seeking local optima through the design space.
Offspring can be generated by dealing directly with the parent distribution in design space.
MGG : A lot of offspring are generated from a few parents.
Offspring are generated within the triangle.
SPX :
Delaunay triangulation
These crossover operators use only the information of the parent distribution.
Offspring inherit the statistical information of the parent distribution such as average vector, variance vector and/or covariance matrix.
Sphere 
Rastrigin Rosenbrock
The triangulation can be created by connecting neighboring Voronoi generators.
Generate first-half offspring using SPX.
1. Generate a part of offspring in advance.
2. Divide into partial regions.
3. Select promising regions.
4. Generate a part of the rest offspring.
Create a Delaunay triangulation from the offspring coordinates.
Evaluate offspring and calculate the evaluation value of each triangle.
Select the best triangles and generate ( 3rd / last ) quarter offspring on the center of mass of each triangle. 500 offspring are generated from 3 parents in a 2-dimensional space.
